The extermination of signs

David Karlander
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China)

Nothingness is a scarcely explored notion in spatially interested sociolinguistics. This is far from surprising. The spontaneous intuitions that emanate from our everyday experiences tell us that nothing is a somewhat difficult object to engage with. Tellingly, the LL/SL field has mainly been preoccupied with the permanence of signs in space. It has cared little about the ‘unmarked’, supposedly pre-semantic, states that these signs are held to interrupt. While language, in this view, exists as a material fact, nothingness may at most appear as an illusive idea, permanently suppressed by some blatant semiotic presence. For most of the time, it seems as if something is always around. The present paper doubts that this is always the case. To bring home this point, it takes interest in the semiotics of nothingness. It explores semiotic extermination, i.e. the regulatory processes of erasure intended to keep public spaces ‘clean’ and semiotically ‘unmarked’. More precisely, the paper discusses the semiotic work involved in the suppression of unsanctioned graffiti. As Jaworski and Thrulow (2010) argue, absences – voids, silences and omissions – are at times semiotically loaded. This suggests that nothingness are held to interrupt.
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Advancing place-based methodologies in linguistic landscape research: A deep mapping experiment

David M Malinowski
Yale University, United States of America

From the nesting of multilingual repertoires in spatial practices (Pennycook & Otsuji, 2015), to the retooling of “scalar” analysis from geography and political science (Canagarajah & de Costa, 2016), to ongoing debates about the centering and peripheralization of people and discourse, applied linguistics is becoming ever more attuned to the spatiality of place and mobility. And, as it engages with the “geographical, social, economic, legal, cultural and emotional circumstances” (Jaworski & Thrulow, 2010, p. 3) of discourses in place, the field of linguistic landscape appears particularly well situated to the imperative to spatialize the objects and methods of applied language research. Yet, this field, too, is far from resolving the epistemological and methodological dilemma stemming from an object of study that is at once visible and hidden, material and virtual, stable and fleeting, objectively and subjectively real.

This paper responds to the need for transdisciplinary, reflexive, and spatially engaged methodologies by applying spatial humanities techniques of “deep mapping” (Bodenheimer, Corrigan & Harris, 2015) to a common question in linguistic landscape research: namely, how do words become commoditized icons of place? It narrates an experimental research project in participatory mapping, photography, and interviews with employees and clients of “Apizza” restaurants in a Northeastern U.S. city, tracing the historical, spatial, and visual trajectories of this Neapolitan-American branding of culinary locality. From the varied representational logics inherent in its data, the study’s resultant spatial narrative reveals diverse and at times contrasting notions of affiliation and ownership, lending support to methodological arguments for multiply situated approaches in linguistic landscape research.
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DYNAMIC DISPLAYS IN THE LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE AS A CHALLENGE FOR MINORITY LANGUAGES

DURK GORTER
University of the Basque Count, Spain

Linguistic landscape studies over the last decade have investigated language elements in public space fixed to relatively static materials, or, what Huebner (2016) refers to as ‘environmental print’. Those linguistic landscape studies are concerned with meaning of multiple forms of words, texts and images on display in public spaces. However, digital screens are becoming ubiquitous in public spaces at an increasing rate (Tomitsch et al., 2017), and such screens produce innovative and dynamic possibilities for the use of multiple language arrangements. Current typologies of multilingualism on signage (e.g. Sebba, 2013) need to adjust to this dynamism.

In this study we investigate the use of languages on digital displays in the public transport system of the city of Donostia-San Sebastian, the Basque Country in Spain. In earlier projects we analysed, amongst others, local language policy regarding public signage, multilingual patterns on fixed signage and differences between neighborhoods where the minority language Basque, the socially dominant language Spanish, English and other languages (Gorter & Cenoz, 2015). Building on that work, in the current study we focus on outdoor digital displays. In the context of the city’s public transport system, we collected photographic and video data of digital signs. Our approach on those display dynamics and their related meaning processes, using methods based on videoanalytic analysis. The result points to new challenges for the minority language Basque, along with possibilities for engagement of clients and other passengers.
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LINGUASCAPING THE CITY: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL INQUIRY INTO LINGUISTIC PLACEMAKING OF TORONTO

DEJAN IKVOKO \(^1\), VIOLETTA CUNKIJA \(^2\), JAMIE ARTIN \(^3\), TIZIANA SECCATO \(^4\)

\(^1\) York University, University of Toronto; \(^2\) Independent Researcher; \(^3\) Independent Researcher; \(^4\) Independent Researcher

This collaborative phenomenological inquiry is concerned with how we create our own places with and through language, what is here framed as the act of linguascaping (cf. Drovčin, 2017; Thorne & Ikvoko, 2015). With its emphasis on the process of meaning-making rather than on the materiality or presence of linguistic and semiotic resources, the linguascaping view complements the traditional linguistic landscape approaches. It frames the extant discursive formations as contingent on the participants’ phenomenologies, experiences and views, which will be conveyed (Thorne & Ikvoko, 2015). A narrative approach of blossoming with ethnic businesses and population that reflect a shared experience of the linguistic landscape of the area, we are interested in how people derive their own sense of placemaking through and with language. The participants-researchers first create their own phenomenologies of cityscape and then produce intersubjective readings. The main question is: How do I experience and understand the phenomenon of linguascaping in the cosmopolitan Toronto as presented to me? More specifically, the following three questions are addressed: What have I experienced in terms of the phenomenon? What contexts or situations have influenced my experiences of the phenomenon? What is my own, personal account of linguascaping? Subsequently, in collaboration with the project leader, the participants-researchers combine a narrative, ethnographic approach with the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009) framework to uncover the essence in the experiences of the purposeful. In the final analysis, the paper examines shared and negotiated readings, delving into the intersubjective realm of, and highlighting similarities and differences across, individual phenomenologies.
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ACTIVITY TYPES AND PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORK OF GRAFFITI: OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL NEGOTIATION IN THE PUBLIC SPACE OF MACAO

HONG ZHANG

Huaqiao University, China, People's Republic of China

As a Special Administrative Region on the periphery of China, Macao offers special insights into Linguistic Landscape study especially in view of the multilingual and multicultural graffiti. The participation in graffiti production may have important social, cultural and educational values (Pennycook, 2010, p.139). The strategy of solving the paradox between graffiti as art and graffiti as vandalism by understanding the dynamics of language and power is the aim of this study.

The main question is: How do I experience and understand the phenomenon of languskaping in the cosmopolitan Macao as presented to me? More specifically, the following three questions are addressed: What have I experienced in terms of the phenomenon? What contexts or situations have influenced my experiences of the phenomenon? What is my own, personal account of linguascaping? Subsequently, in collaboration with the project leader, the participants-researchers combine a narrative, ethnographic approach with the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009) framework to uncover the essence in the experiences of the purposeful. In the final analysis, the paper examines shared and negotiated readings, delving into the intersubjective realm of, and highlighting similarities and differences across, individual phenomenologies.
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STICKERING IN FRANKFURT AM MAIN: LOOKING BEYOND INTERPRETATIONS OF "TRANSGRESSIVE" MEANING

Louise Eley

King’s College London, United Kingdom

In the field of Linguistic Landscape Studies, there has been a tendency to view signs as locally situated material artefacts, and to interpret the functions and meanings of signs strictly from their emplaced positions in public space (cf. Bloommaat, 2016). Approaching analyses as having views like stickers and graffiti in this way can have an emphasis on the transgression of placement and an underplaying of the significance of the longer projects in which the signs play a part.

Drawing on interviews and participant observations conducted with producers/emplacers of stickers in Frankfurt am Main, this paper seeks to question the construction of the sticker as a figure principally operating from a linguistic and ethnographic approach, the paper separates, in its analysis, aspects of sticker production and sticker placement. It starts by situating the stickering in an account of their wider agendas and imaginations, including the social relationships, political rights and commercial opportunities in which they were principally invested. It then turns to the moments of sticker emplacement, analysing the ways in which the stickering negotiated when to place their messages, where and how in situations of co-presence (featuring e.g. CCTV cameras and bystanders) (Goffman, 1963).
The analysis of the data considered suggests that the stickerers’ main goals and concerns were not directly opposed to those of the local authorities. Rather, the local authorities’ resourcefully enforced regimentation of urban space appeared to be, at most, an irritating but non-crucial obstacle to the stickerers’ political, social and commercial projects. Therefore, while ‘transgression’ may be the authorities’ frame or perspective for understanding stickers, it was not necessarily shared by the stickerers themselves, nor should it guide our analysis. The analysis that the paper offers thus represents an important line for avoiding reductive overpoliticisation.


**Slumdogs: Polyphonic semiosis in Indian hip hop graffiti**

**Jaspal Naveen Singh**
Cardiff University, United Kingdom

In this contribution I trace the polyphony of the meaning of the signifier ‘Slumdogs’, the name of an Indian hip hop crew. During the early days of its ethnographic fieldwork in Delhi in 2013 I started noticing graffiti across the city that gave shout outs to the Slumdogs crew. I became interested in the use of the notion ‘slum’ in Indian hip hop and first interpreted it as an invocation of the North American ghetto resemicised for the Indian context. However, as ethnographic time passed and as I got to know members of the Slumdogs crew, I found out that my interpretation was only partly correct. The international blockbuster film Slumdog Millionaire was the actual semiotic ground for the inversion from ‘dogs’ to ‘god(s), rather than, as I thought, the stereotypical and anachronistic notion of ‘god(s)’ used for informal settlements in Indian megacities. The inversion from ‘dog’ to ‘god(s)’ furthermore involves a particular form of address among African Americans that ultimately derives from the philosophies and Black emancipative efforts of the Nation of Gods and Earths (an offshoot of the Nation of Islam), while it simultaneously evokes, especially through its pluralisation, India’s religious polytheism.

My talk will try to understand the complex semiotic polyphony of the term ‘Slumdogs’ as used in graffiti, as well as in other modal forms such as on T-shirts, in India. I will follow Blommaert’s (2013) proposal for an ethnographic linguistic landscape approach, which goes beyond analysing decontextualised pictures and includes interviewing, participant observation and understands texts as fundamentally situated and historical. My analysis will be inspired by enunciative discourse and polyphony (Ducrot 1984; Angermuller 2014). Enunciative pragmatics allows me to split up utterances into polyphonic discursive sources and thus reveal how meaning is achieved through many voices that support and oppose each other.


**12:00 pm - 1:30 pm**

**Lunch**

**1:30 pm - 2:30 pm**

**Plenary session #2**

**Session Chair: Elana Shohamy**

**The Landscape is not enough: Linguistic and semiotic ecologies of inner city Johannesburg**

**Gilles Baro**
University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

Throughout linguistic landscape scholarship, attention has been paid to what constitutes the ‘linguistic’ aspect of the field. Lynch and Bou鲟ote (1997) who coined the term, only referred to the language(s) in which the texts appearing on certain signs were written, Shohamy and Gorter (2009), on the other hand, expanded the focus to ‘words and images displayed and exposed in public spaces’ (2009: 9). Later on, Jaworski and Thunfow (2010) proposed a lexical ‘changescape’ with focus on “any [...] inscription made through deliberate human intervention and meaning making” (2010: 2); thus taking the field in the direction of the study of any multimodal discourse in its relationship to space.

While these debates have arguably positively opened up the field to a broader study of language and other semiotic systems in a particular landscape, this paper aims to question the notion of landscape itself. Casey (2002) reminds us that the notion is “untotallisable” (2002: 6) meaning that only certain signs and their attached meaning work together to produce a landscape while some of it remain invisible. However, Casey simply acknowledges the “individual elements [...] are assembled in such a way as to constitute a representation that can justifiably be called ‘a landscape’” (2002: 6).

Unlike Casey, I argue in this paper that in some contexts, namely postcolonial ones, we need to move beyond the landscape to make sense of the totality of space. Borrowing from Glissant (1997) who famously claimed that “the landscape is not enough” (1989: 105) as a site of enquiry, I propose the notion of ecology to look at space from a “rhzomized” perspective as opposed to a “rooted” one (1997: 147). Through a multimodal critical discourse analysis (Macchin and Mayr, 2012) of signs in the Jeppe Street post office in Johannesburg, a space built during apartheid and now inhabited by a black pan-African population, I aim to peel off layers of meaning to uncover the socio-political, historical and relational (Glissant, 1997) discursive processes of place-making.

**Let’s get phygital: Exploring the ‘filtered’ landscapes of Instagram**

**Kate Lyons**
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States of America

This study explores the relationship between digital and physical semiotic landscapes of the Mission District neighborhood in San Francisco, California. Aligning with recent work that turns to the LL as a ‘place of affect’ (Jaworski and Thunfow 2010; Wee 2017) and scholarship focused on how individuals interact with or mediate the LL (Banda and Jimaima 2015), I compare a corpus of 16,756 Instagram posts tagged as occurring in the Mission with a survey of its physical semiotic landscape to investigate how the neighborhood is ‘filtered’ through users’ selective and subjective positionings. As the Mission is severely gentrified, a primary aim was to ascertain how racial and socioeconomic inequities play out in both the physical landscape and the ‘image’ of the area constructed by these recontextualizations. Similar to Trinch and Snajdr (2016), neighborhood institutions considered complicit in encouraging gentrifying flows of economic and social capital were found to have small, obscure or nonexistent signage. In the Instagram corpus, however, these establishments are among the most frequent topics discussed, dominating the Mission’s digital landscape. I argue such relative silence on the ground and presence in the more limited, privileged space of Instagram provides further evidence that gentrification not only restricts who can afford to live in a neighborhood, but who can participate in it, enacting divisions between and privileging those in the know. As Big Data of social media become increasingly valued and positioned as ‘objective’ information sources and thus reveal how meaning is achieved through many voices that support and oppose each other.

**2:30 pm - 3:00 pm**

**Coffee/tea**

**3:00 pm - 4:15 pm**

**Parallel session #2A**

**Session Chair: Shonna Trinch**

**Mapping contestation discourses through linguistic landscapes in Madrid**

**Luisa Martin-Rojo**
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain

New voices of social movements are being multiplied and amplified as reaction to escalating neoliberal policies, the economic crisis, globalisation and new identities. These political struggles and non-hierarchical ideological positions are not always conveyed by the traditional political and media systems nor institutionally reflected in current democracies. Nevertheless, they are transforming our political landscapes and challenging the economic and political order (Tarrow 2011). These transgressive voices, through painted slogans, signs, banners, graffiti and posters, find a channel for expression in urban spaces, where they are localized and perform political action. Thus, space is not only a place of hegemonic production and governmental control but also one of appropriation, reterritorialisation and resistance (Martin Rojo 2016; Martin Rojo & Portillo 2015).
This paper, through an innovative and encompassing theoretical and methodological frame, discloses unchallenged discourses and studies how they emerge and are distributed in particular neighborhoods of Madrid city, defined by a cluster of socioeconomic, demographic and electoral features. It also analyses the effects of discourses on urban spaces, that is, to what extent these discursive practices attempt an appropriation and retentive formalization, that space and time construct heterotopias (Foucault 2008), in which “other spaces”, “other possible societies” and social orders are prefigured in the present. Finally, we address the question of who are the collective agents involved in the production and circulation of these discourses and how the mobilisation of these voices produces community.
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Transgression and freedom of expression: Heteroglossic protest signage on a university campus in Hong Kong

Corey Fangfei Huang

The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China)

Recent work on the semiotic landscapes of political protest in public spaces has focused on the performance and display of transgression. This paper examines the discursive construction of transgression at the time of a recent political protest on a university campus in Hong Kong (2015-2016). I draw on Stallybrass and Wallet’s model of the feuding process whereby semiotic markers excluded from the normative discursive environment of a place are deliberately appropriated in that space disrupting their social and/or discursive order. For Pennycook (2007: 38), this process often features the use of particular ‘political and epistemological tools to transgress the boundaries of conventional politics and thought’. My paper consists of three pieces of text representing three genres of protest signage – a mock propaganda banner, a Chinese couplet calligraphy (對聯), and a satirical poster collage. Each text is constructed through creative integration of linguistic, visual, and generic resources loaded with particular cultural and political intertextual references. My analysis draws predominantly on critical multimodal analysis, geosemiotics and linguistic anthropology. Preliminary findings reveal that the transgressive effect of the signage, albeit short-lived, is realized by the appropriation of ‘non-standard’ orthography, recontextualization of stylized ‘alien’ generic patterns, and unauthorized use of space. All these ‘strategies’ contribute to the construction of a heteroglossic (Bakhtin, 1981) transgressive semiotic landscape in this institutional setting. The paper concludes that these emplaced texts embody oppositional discourses by challenging the authoritative/normative semiotic logics and upholding freedom of expression in the university.
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Activism, visibility and Ai’Ta: Direct action in Brittany’s linguistic landscape

Robert Blackwood

University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

It is uncontroversial to assert that the Linguistic Landscape has become a ‘domain of necessity’ (Edwards, 2007: 244) for language revitalization efforts, and, within the context of an aggressively monolingual State such as France, contestation over multilingualism in the public space is increasingly intensified. Building on examinations of the Celtic language Breton, we approach activism from the perspective of a group of volunteers known as Ai’Ta who emplace the regional language in sites managed by the civic authorities, such as the Post Office and street signs, and seek to disrupt visually and playfully the monolingual approach adopted by the State. Whilst not using an x-mark to cross out monolingualism, the group negates the arrangement of visual resources by the emplacement of highly visible stickers calling for translations into Breton. Based on a series of interviews with members engaged with Ai’Ta, we explore the ideologies articulated by language activists, giving voice to individuals who recognise the potential significance of the visibility of Breton in Brittany but who are normally silenced by all levels of political representation. From mock ‘executions’ of the Breton language inside post offices to the removal of monolingual road signs, the group operate on the basis that the invisibility of the regional language is a form of repression. The group’s actions led in September 2017 to the State pressing criminal charges against the group. In this paper we problematise minority language (in)visibility on the basis of lay attitudes, in part in order to rethink positivism (Jaffe, 2009) in linguistic landscape research. Through their direct actions in the public the ways in which members of Ai’Ta index their positions and claim collective regional identities that the State refuses to recognise.
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X marks the spot: Community marking in the LL in Belfast, Northern Ireland

Deirdre Dunleavy

Queen’s University Belfast, United Kingdom

This study focuses on how the Linguistic Landscape has been used in Belfast, Northern Ireland, in order to demarcate boundaries and reinforce the divisions between communities in a city emerging from conflict. The political murals of Belfast have been well documented as reflecting the socio-political history of the city (Mor-Sommerfeld & Johnston, 2012; Crowley, 2011), yet there has been little focus on the LL units beyond these murals. In this study, two neighbourhoods in Belfast are analysed in order to understand how the communities use the LL to assert their identity and draw community boundaries. This study examines visual discourses in Northern Ireland in the visual marking of areas as ‘belonging’ to a certain community. Through a frame analysis approach (Kallen 2009), I focus on linguistic and semiotic factors, such as language and colour, that have been appropriated by each community and the ways in which they are visible in the public space. The analysis suggests that while both the Nationalists and Unionists use the LL as a form of expressing boundaries and asserting identity, they rely on different semiotic and linguistic approaches to do so.

In light of the current debate around the establishment of an Irish Language Act/ Cultures Act, I also consider how these linguistic and semiotic markers are managed in areas that are perceived to be ‘neutral’, in order to hypothesise how this divided LL could be reinterpreted and used as a tool in bridging the divide and developing social cohesion within the city.
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The green line of Cyprus: Border politics and the linguistic landscape

Stavroula Varella

University of Chichester, United Kingdom

The line that divides Cyprus into the Greek South and the Turkish North is a unique kind of boundary line. It is indeed more than a line: enclosing an area of 348 square kilometres and stretching at one point to over 7 kilometres in width, it is an area controlled by the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP). On either side of this ‘Dead Zone’, as it is also called, lie the two states: the Republic of Cyprus in the South and the self-declared Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus that is recognised only by Turkey.

This paper presents the sociolinguistic consequences of the 1974 partition, looking at the new linguistic landscapes that have since developed on either side of the ‘border’. Photographic evidence along the ‘green line’ demand special attention. The first spot is the main pedestrian ‘crossing point’ in the divided capital of Nicosia, in operation since 2003; the second is the so-called ‘mixed’ village of Pyla, which has remained bilingual and bi-communal despite the partition and population exchange which followed it elsewhere.

This paper shows how a close examination of the linguistic Landscape is both a valuable tool in the study of multilingualism in this area (in the tradition of e.g. Gorter 2006), and a useful illustration of the impressions recorded by anthropological studies of the same area.
Parallel session #3A
4:15pm - 5:30pm
Room 331
Session Chair: Tommaso Milani

Metissage: 'Interacting timespace' in a migrant place in Luxembourg

Jason Rodriguez Vivrette
University of California, Berkeley, United States of America

This paper constitutes a qualitative exploration of the linguistic landscape of the predominantly Kurdish-populated eastern and southeastern barrios of the city of Xanî, Turkey, with a particular focus on the Turkish and a minority language (Kurmanji Kurdish) that, until 2013, had been banned in classrooms and public spaces alike. This ban was rooted in the 1928 “Law on the Adoption and Application of New Turkish Letters”, which specifically prohibited the written use of the Kurdish letters G, W and X.

In an effort to trace “the relative power and status of the different language groups in a specific context”(Gorter, 2013), this paper examines the simultaneous usage of Turkish and Kurdish languages in a number of official and semi-official monuments and museums designed to commemorate the poet Ehmëdê Xanî (1650-1707), his literary works (including the epic poem Mem Ë Zîn, one of the fundamental texts of the Kurmanji dialect), and his efforts to promote the Kurdish language and Kurdish independence. Erected within the national space of Turkey at the edge of the Iranian, Iraqi, and Syrian borders, these monuments varyingly pose a threat to the integrity of the state, and like other LL sites, have seen damage and destruction (Gorter, 2013). Nevertheless, they also offer an opportunity to build on research in LL borderlands (Grit and Kissmann, 2015) while also considering an area that to date largely unexplored in LL studies: namely, the mobilization of literature (including narratives with explicit discourses of power) as an additional tool in the shaping of the linguistic landscape.
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X marks the sore spot: Literary monuments to poet Ehmëdê Xanî and the limits of the Turkish-Kurdish linguistic landscape

Jason Rodriguez Vivrette
University of California, Berkeley, United States of America
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Third-wave coffee, ‘independent’ sites of consumption and the commodification of authenticity in global cities

André Joseph Theng
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China)

Researchers of urban life in late modernity have commented on the rise of new types of coffee shops in major cities worldwide (Manzo, 2014). These “independent,” third-wave coffee places market coffee as a specialised and luxury product requiring connoisseurship, elevated from an “ordinary” drink to one that is associated with gentrification and “hipster” clientele. These coffee shops stand in contrast to international chains such as Starbucks which are often associated with negative practices such as environmental destruction, and with offering generic products of poor quality. Third-wave coffee places distinguish themselves by placing emphasis on sustainable practices, and by offering a seemingly more authentic product. My research is concerned with the ways in which this relatively new breed of coffee shops style themselves as “authentic” places of consumption.

As language is a means of achieving authenticity (Coupland, 2003), I examine key semiotic resources and processes involved in the styling of selected coffee shops and their products by means of linguistic ethnography, building on Jaworski’s (2015) work on a global, commercial visual-linguistic register. These include elements of branding, logo design, language choices, visuals, naming practices and décor. I explore coffee shops in Hong Kong and Singapore, both westernised Asian cities where coffee culture is popular with a growing local middle class, tourists and expatriates. My data shows that the authentifying processes in coffee shops are largely similar across cities, despite specific processes unique to each place as a means of localising spaces, not unlike as employed by Starbucks and as suggested by Manzo & Dickinson (2014). However, in the case of third-wave outlets, it is not a common brand name that binds these individual places, but situated stylistic choices that allow consumers to recognise the value they represent.
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Vilnius memoryscape: “Razing and raising” of monuments, collective memory and national identity.

Inira Moore
University of Wolverhampton, United Kingdom

This paper looks at collective memory formation (the study of monuments, memory, and public space) through the lens of semiotic landscape. A theoretical focus on power relations in “monumental politics” (Forest, Johnson, Till, K., 2004; Gordon, 2001; Kaufman, 2001) and a methodological approach that “treats space as a discursive as well as physical formation” (Jaworski, A., Thurlow, C., 2010: 12) are combined to examine the process of monument destruction, creation, and alteration in post-Soviet Vilnius. Modern Vilnius is the “local point of modern politics” and what we see today “is the result of homogenising and nationalising efforts of the state” (Weeks, 2011: 1) to nationalise urban space since the declaration of independence in 1989. Despite the complexity of Vilnius’ past and its importance to a variety of cultures and ethnicities (Lithuanian, Polish, Jewish, Russian), strong attachment to the titular language and the metaphor of its displacement in Soviet times persists. As Lithuania went through an intense period of nation building, the creation of a self-image as a nation of “innocent sufferers” (Snyder, 2002) and the reinterpretation of the past also became elements of collective memory. Understanding collective memory formation as expressed through material manipulation of symbols (e.g. monuments, plaques) has been a focus for scholars in diverse disciplines since the sociologist Halbwachs (1929) introduced the concept in his landmark 1925 study Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire. However, in this paper we try to bring a semiotic landscape lens to this rich interdisciplinary arena to illustrate how landscapes represent a socio-cultural “authorship” of monuments as a socio-cultural “authorship” of monuments. 

The paper establishes a fourfold structure of collective memory and identity formation: 1. monumental landscape cleansing; 2. creation of new loci de mémoire (Nora, 1996); 3. spaces in limbo; 4. transgressive “monuments”

The discussion is backed by a corpus of more than 450 photographs collected in kind permission from the Lithuanian State Archive, newspapers, and by the author’s photographs from field trips to Vilnius (2015 – 2017).
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Post-war museumscapes: The spatial construction of violence and loss

Maida Bilkic
University of Bern, Switzerland

This paper presents a social semiotic analysis (Van Leeuwen, 2005) of two museums in Sarajevo treated as spatial texts (McMurtrie, 2016). My focus is on the somewhat atypical “War Childhood Museum”, which through personal stories and mementoes documents the experience of those who did not play a role in starting the war, but have suffered its consequences. This museum works as what Niven (2013) calls a counter-memorial: an amalgamating memory, archive and exhibition, in which spectators are prompted to focus on war childhood and to relate children’s intimate narratives to their own personal and meaningful experiences. On the other hand, “The Museum of Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide 1992-1995” offers authoritative knowledge about the war through intense archive materials. In line with representational, interactive, and compositional metafunctions (Halliday, 1978), I identify the key semiotic features of the museums, their symbolic value, and the ways in which they constantly overlap in producing very different types of memorial spaces. For example, we see how representational and compositional meanings generate counter-monumental (Young, 1998) elements incorporated into the War Childhood Museum’s design (e.g. simple dark, iconicly engaged with the artefacts, alternating content) supporting its rhetorical effect. Interactionally speaking, my analysis shows how visitors’ bodily movements and the depiction of embodiment are significant for “reading” the personal stories/objects and framing them affectively. Unlike the “War Childhood Museum” which produces a self-reflexive, participatory war landscape through the complex interplay of a (conventional) narrative and (countering), the second museum emotionally overloading through the disturbing content of mass violence, succeeding considerably in shocking the visitors and (re)producing a clear picture of the enemy. Ultimately, we see two disparate spatial constructions of violence and loss emerging from the unabated “memory boom” in Sarajevo.


The title of this presentation paraphrases the text below the image of a pipe in the René Magritte’s painting “The Treachery of Images” (1929). Like Magritte, who emphasized the representational role of signs and images, we focus on contemporary art representations of LL. Critiques of landscape itself is in geography argued that landscapes are an empirical object: “A landscape is a cultural image, a pictorial way of representing, structuring or symbolizing surroundings” (Daniels & Cosgrove, 1988, 1). As it was pointed out in semiotic landscape studies, since the late nineteenth century through the twentieth century, LL images have been placed in galleries and museums and shown as material fragments, pictorial motifs or word-objects (Jaworski & Thurlow, 2010; Jaworski, 2015). Nowadays, new ties between LL and art are established. International contemporary artists display LL representations in order to immerse viewers in a holistic aesthetic-linguistic experience.

The presentation focus on multimodal exhibitions presented at international events. According to visual methodologies (Rose, 2012), we ask what makes these artistic representations an aesthetic investigation of LL? How these art-works articulated LL’s issues and what is its potential contribution to the LL studies?

The interpretive process includes: participant observation; in-depth study of the documentation on the works; description and analysis of the works from the perspective of aesthetic theories and LL; identification and categorization of artistic means and themes related to the LL context and discussion. We argue that these multimodal works seek to create imagined and heterotopic spaces and elaborate...
To what extent do local residents pay attention to public signage? A case study of a family in Hanoi, Vietnam

Nhân Phan
La Trobe University, Australia

There is an increasingly expanded notion that LL research must include dimensions “beyond written texts” such as “visu als, sounds, movements, gestures, history, politics, locations, people, bodies” (Shohamy, 2015, p. 152). Such understandings are able to provide deeper insights into the understanding of place and space (Lou, 2016; Pennycook & Otugi, 2015), including practiced, conceded and lived space (Lefebvre, 1991). My study focus takes its starting point from members of the same family report on their “lived space” in Hanoi Old Quarter, Vietnam. To collect the data, I used “narrated walking” (Stroud & Jegels, 2014) and recorded the experiences using GoPro Technology, worn by both the participants and the researcher. Each family member guided me through their preferred path in the Old Quarter of Hanoi, a place they each call home, recounting their sensory experiences about what they walked by. The recordings show how events or activities (via various timescales) are foregrounded. Less attention is paid to visuals on the signage, with some remarkable exceptions that relate to notions of place and more importantly, globalization. I postulate that for these insid ers’ visual images have been embedded as background and argue that we need to look more carefully into insiders’ interpretation of the LL to provide a better understanding of place in the study of language.
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Linguistic landscapes: Reassessing the importance of the X coordinate

David Graddal, Phoenix Lam

The English Company (UK) Ltd, United Kingdom

Many linguistic landscapes (LL) projects have analysed the distribution of signs and notices by noting their xy coordinates, e.g. using GPS mapping technologies. We ourselves have discussed the relevance of attending to the z coordinate, that of height (Lam & Graddal, 2017). Other scholars have argued for the inclusion of a fourth coordinate - that of time (e.g. Blommaert, 2015). In this paper, we argue it is also theoretically revealing to focus on a single, non-vector, dimension which we can call the x dimension.

A well-attested, but under-theorised, pattern in LL studies can be described in terms of a centre-periphery distribution. A ‘centre’ might be a business centre, shopping centre, or tourist centre. That centre will have a characteristic linguistic landscape (e.g. more signs in English) which contrasts with areas around it (e.g. less English). From the point of view of LL theory the most interesting feature is distance from the centre or ‘hot spot’ and how that relates changes in the LL.

We explore earlier use of centre-periphery models, from nineteenth century dialectal studies (e.g. Ellis, 1890) to twentieth century urban linguistic (e.g. Labov, 1973) and draw on them to analyse our own data, taken from case studies from areas in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom. We demonstrate how focusing on the x dimension alone can yield interesting insights into variation in the linguistic landscape.

We use our findings to develop the centre-periphery model in LL and to question assumptions often made in the literature about the relationship between social identity and its realisation on signs in the public realm.
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From reindeer antlers to Espresso House: X-scape and escape to Scandinavia’s trendiest neighborhood

Kellie Goncalves, Kristin Vold Lexander, Elizabeth Lanza

University of Oslo, Norway

According to Vogue (2017) “no neighborhood better embodies Oslo’s coming-of-age than Grünerløkka, a neatly encapsulated couple of square blocks with a name that might scare off anglophones—it’s pronounced GROO-ner-loh-kuh—but with an attitude and energy that is reminiscent of New York’s Williamsburg or Bushwick, Montreal’s Mile End, or even Los Angeles’s Silver Lake”. In this paper, we investigate the changing linguistic and semiotic landscapes of Grünerløkka, Oslo’s (and possibly even Scandinavia’s) best known gentrified neighborhood. We focus on the linguistic and semiotic landscapes that have remained there within the last decade that index the multicultural, multilingual and multilingual working-class area Grunerlokka once represented and compare them to the newer, more trendy linguistic and semiotic landscapes that index ‘authentic’ Norwegian culture and cuisine resonating cultural consumption and distinction (Zukin 1987; Stjernholm 2015; Trinch & Snajdr 2017) leading to the following research questions: How is the semiotic landscape used by different actors to argue for what they consider should be the “authentic” Grünerløkka? Secondly, how does the actual semiotic landscape translate the tensions that exist between different actors around questions of place, space and neighborhoods? And finally, how do processes of such new globalisation(s) (Smith 2002) play out on an international level beyond the scope of Scandinavia?

We employ a mixed methodological approach and draw on a) the ‘marketplace’ k (Kallen 2010) signage; b) interviews conducted with local residents and business owners; and c) texts from several online websites that extends to the ways in which Grunerlokka has managed to remain ethnically diverse, while simultaneously catering to a growing new gentry (Warf 2000; Goncalves, fc, 2018) through the dialectical relationship between commercial interests and residents’ initiatives and resistance on a local level, which are also taking place in urban areas globally.

X = The new face of Italian cities. Commercial gentrification and its effects on the linguistic landscape

Martina Bellinzona

University for Foreigners of Siena, Italy

Gentrification, a term introduced in 1964 by the sociologist Ruth Glass, is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon, which could be defined as a set of transformations of the city so that the area where one lives becomes more expensive and therefore exclusive (Serrin 2015: 13). In recent years, there has been great interest in changes in the retail structure of gentrifying neighborhoods, namely the commercial gentrification (Zukin 2009), and when these are caused by a massive presence of tourists, the so-called touristization (Gotham 2005). However, few studies (Papan 2012) have looked at the phenomenon from the linguistic point of view and, in particular, at the changes that commercial gentrification in all its forms has on the Linguistic Landscape (LL).

The research here presented is constrain of a study of the effects that gentrifying processes have had and still have on the LL of four major Italian cities, namely Milan, Florence, Naples and Palermo. Knowing that gentrification has taken place and assuming that LL is a privileged space in which to observe the social, economic and cultural changes in act, the unknown, that is, our X, is what are the linguistic effects in the specific Italian case, how is LL used in order to change neighborhoods and how it reflects the various states and modes with which gentrification takes place.

The data, collected through the Lingscape App, has been analyzed through the mixed method, that is through a quantitative, qualitative and comparative approach, to ensure the utmost rigor.
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Ethnography and signs of the times

Nisreen Zaitoun, University of Ottawa, Canada

This paper explores how linguistic landscapes (LLs) are a material expression of the social and cultural changes that are occurring in the world today. LLs are visual texts that convey the social and cultural identities of a place and its inhabitants. The research aims to examine how LLs reflect the dynamics of power, identity, and agency in contemporary urban spaces.

The research method involves the analysis of images and texts that are part of the LLs of different urban areas. The analysis is conducted using a multimodal approach that considers the interactions between language, images, and space. The results show that LLs are not only a material expression of the social and cultural dynamics of a place but also a tool for social and cultural change.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications of the research for social and cultural studies. The research highlights the importance of considering LLs as a material expression of power and identity in contemporary urban spaces. The research also highlights the potential of LLs as a tool for social and cultural change.

References:


This paper is a case study of a specific urban area, which is used to illustrate the research findings. The paper is a good example of how LLs can be used as a tool for social and cultural change.
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Linguistic landscape of Muhimbili National Hospital in Tanzania: Its implication on access to information

Paschal Charles Midukuwa

University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

The paper examined the linguistic public signs which constitute what is popularly known as Linguistic Landscape (LL) as substantiated by Landry and Odnod in public hospitals in Tanzania. The study employed socio-linguistic theory by Backhaus (2005) and Spolsky (2009) to examine the nature of LL of Muhimbili National Hospital (MNH) and its influence on access to information to the hospital clients in which mixed research design was adapted to analyze the LL in both quantitative and qualitative data. A total of 225 unit of data was collected. The research findings revealed that LL in the public space of MNH is more controlled by top-down than bottom up actors. Although the studied signs are noted to be important in giving information to hospital clients related to their rights and responsibilities, administration, regulatory as well as health promotion information, the research results indicated that they did not guarantee access to information to many of hospital visitors due to the fact that the language patterns used on these signsheets (Monolingual English, Swahili, and Chinese) did not catch up with the mostly encountered groups at the hospital; hence many failed to understand what information was presented through those signs. This suggested for more comprehensive linguistic approach (use of bilingual approach on signs and adopt a language of mostly encountered groups on signage) so as to enable easy access of information presented through linguistic signs at the hospital as proposed by Schuster et al. (2016).

Approaching language attitudes through discursive readings of the linguistic landscape: A Montreal case study

Víctor Fernández-Mallarés1, Jakob R. E. Leimgruber1

1University of Bosto, Switzerland 2Univsity of Berne, Switzerland

Linguistic landscape (LL) signs tell ‘stories about the cultural, historical, political, and social background of a certain space’ and they have the potential to inform us about how the readers of such signs ‘are influenced by them’ (Bloomer 2013: 41). Few studies, however, have considered the agency of readers in reinterpreting this ‘cultural, historical, political, and social background’. In this paper, we propose to approach the readings of signs in the linguistic landscape of Montreal, a city characterised by marked social and linguistic segregation (Laor 2003) and by strict LL legislation (OQLF 2016). Using a modified form of Garvin’s (2010) ‘walking tour’ methodology, we questioned informants from different sociolinguistic backgrounds about the probable location of signs, their languages, and the languages’ placement on monolingual (French or English) and bilingual (French–English) signs emanating from both governmental and private entities. The results provide added support for the modified ‘walking tour’ methodology in the study of attitudinal responses to LL signs as well as offering new insights into the perception of such signs in Montreal.
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Remembering and memorialising Hillsborough

Frank Monaghan

The Open University, United Kingdom

In this presentation I will look at how the Hillsborough Disaster, in which 96 football fans died in 1989 has been remembered and memorialised by both institutions and individuals through a range of physical objects and texts including statues, falsified police accounts, media representations and survivor accounts.

I will be asking participants to help me reflect on the impact of events such as Hillsborough on how we as scholars working in might usefully respond, both broadly as applied linguists seeking to address real world problems and more particularly in terms of linguistic landscapes to follow the direction set by Jaworski and Thurlow (2010: 1) that our field should be concerned with ‘the interplay between language, visual discourse, and the spatial practices and dimensions of culture’.

I will consider inter alia aspects such as multimodal critical discourse analysis (Wodak and Meyer, 2016), language and identity (Preece, 2016), and language as a local practice (Pennycook, 2016). In terms of the visual, Rose (2016: 23) argues that a ‘critical approach to visual images is... needed: one that thinks about the agency of the image, the social practices and effects of its circulation and viewing, and reflects on the specificity of that viewing by various audiences, including the academic critic’. In terms of space, I will draw on the work of Massey (2005) and will also consider the role of performance in the act of remembering (Schneider, 2011).

These diverse approaches forms the ‘x’ of the equation and I will be hoping to explore with colleagues what it might equal in terms of what linguistic landscapes can do and be.
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XXX-scapes and elite escapes: Sexuality and privilege in the heterotopic landscape of a LGBTQ tourism convention

Joseph Vincent Comer

University of Bern, Switzerland

For some time, tourism has been understood by scholars as a fundamentally discursive practice – a matter of banal representation (Thurlow and Jaworski 2010), fashioned by "culturally-coded escape attempts" (Edensor 2007). The tourism industry subsists on conventionalized ideals of what tourists do while holidaying, and how what they do stands apart from the everyday. The LGBTQ (aka ‘pink’) tourism sector, in particular, has been characterised as a ‘quest for utopia’ (Waitt and Markwell 2006) that is simultaneously conventionalized ideals of what tourists do while holidaying, and how what they do stands apart from the everyday. The LGBTQ (aka ‘pink’) tourism sector, in particular, has been characterised as a ‘quest for utopia’ (Waitt and Markwell 2006) that is simultaneously
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Linguistic landscape studies in China: Tradition, ideology and challenges

Guowen Shang1, Jiajiao Feng2

1University of Bergen, Norway; 2Changzhou Vocational Institute of Engineering, China

Linguistic landscape (LL) is a vivid research field in sociolinguistics to approach urban multilingualism and language ecology through the linguistic objects marking public space (e.g. Ben-Rafael, 2009; Gotter, 2006; Laundry & Bourhis, 1997). Research topics have themes that have received much scholarship so far include multilingualism and translanguaging, mixing language and language policy and contestation, minority languages and tokenization commodification and scaled mobilities. In P.R. China, a multilingual and multistate in East Asia, the language presence on signs has long been an area of particular interests for language researchers since the 1980s. The various public signs that have been examined range from slogans in specific historical periods to advertising hoardings today, from simple posters in rural place to top-down signs in urban place. However, the research themes and foci in China’s public sign studies differ widely from the current line of LL research. Our preliminary exploration shows that China’s LL studies mainly revolve around three major areas: 1) the standardization of Chinese orthography; 2) the problems of English translation; 3) the rhetorical devices on public signs. Issues that interest international LL scholars such as language power and inequality underlying language choice on signs are rarely touched upon. It appears that the fundamental purpose of studying language use on public signs is to serve the good of government service. Therefore, Wang & Woodard (2001) and Wang, Woolard, & Kroskrity (1998) as a framework, this paper reviews and analyzes the LL studies in China in the past four decades in order to reveal their research orientations and motives. Moreover, we also discuss the challenges in LL research in China due to the boundaries set by the government. Such an exploration will bring light to the LL practice, ideology and management (Spolsky, 2004, 2009) in a polity where top-down language planning prevails.
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Symbolic representation in linguistic landscape: A study on exit directory signs in metro stations in Hong Kong

Yiu Tung James Feng

Tung Wah College, Hong Kong

This paper presents the results of a piece of research on the growing popularity of English-only naming convention for new buildings in Hong Kong. Inspired by Backhaus’s (2007) illustration of public space which gives special attention to railway lines, this study examines the language choice of the names of the buildings shown on exit directory signs in all metro stations in Hong Kong as surveyed samples for the investigation of language choice in naming buildings in the city. Digital photos were taken of the exit directory signs listing the names of the buildings in the vicinity in all stations. Regarding the official signage system of the metro company, it has been the practice of prioritising Chinese over English as the standard layout of all bilingual signs. The fact that Chinese is placed in a more visible position on the signs also reveals a symbolic expression (Wang, 2001) and according to that, with reference to orders of indexicality attributed to Silverstein (2003), linguistic landscape indexes ethnolinguistic groups and the social status attributed to them. When this conception of orders of indexicality is extended to explain why Chinese is given a more visible position on the signs along with the metro system, an indexical link can be drawn between the linguistic reality on the signs and the ethnolinguistic background of the majority of train passengers who are predominantly local Chinese. However, the use of English-only building names on the signs has indicated another indexical link which does not reflect the ethnolinguistic reality of society, but seems to reflect cosmopolitan aspirations of certain property developers. This paper introduces the use of English on Chinese naming buildings has disrupted the long-standing Chinese-English signage layout, and more significantly, intermedially the symbolic expression represented in the two indexical links.
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“Why are there so many mistakes in Arabic?”: Abundance of Arabic mistakes in the Israeli linguistic landscape (LL)

Rawia Hayik

Sichuan University, China

Although Arabic is the native language of fifth of the Israeli population, its representation in the Israeli LL is problematic (Ben Rafael et al., 2006). This study invites members of the Arab minority to reflect on such linguistic reality through a research tool named PhotoVoice (Wang, Burns & Xiang, 1996). Grounded in critical literacy theory (Friere, 1970), the study provides a space for a group of Israeli-Arab college students from the English department at a teacher-education college in northern Israel to reflect on the Israeli LL and voice their critique. The students captured photos of LL, analyzed the messages embedded within (Shohami, 2012), and wrote commentaries where students address their reflections. One of the categories studied in the Arabic words on top-down signs. A thematic analysis of students “PhotoVoices” within this category revealed not only the linguistic reality in students’ area, the “spatial practice” in Lefebvre’s (1991) conceptualization of space, but also the ways it was experienced by them as the primary language on the signs and the ethnolinguistic background of the majority of train passengers who are predominantly local Chinese. However, the use of English-only building names on the signs has indicated another indexical link which does not reflect the ethnolinguistic reality of society, but seems to reflect cosmopolitan aspirations of certain property developers. This paper introduces the use of English on Chinese naming buildings has disrupted the long-standing Chinese-English signage layout, and more significantly, intermedially the symbolic expression represented in the two indexical links.
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Hermeneutics of linguistic landscape: Four suggestions to guide interpretation

Greg Niedt

Drexel University, United States of America

The “X” in “X-scapes” is graphically an intersection, reminding us that LL research exists at the crossroads of various disciplines: sociolinguistics, geography, semiotics, anthropology. It is also suggestive of an unknown quantity—landscapes open to interpretation. This reflects the myriad possible techniques and analytical objects for researchers hoping to document/describe a space; how can we sort through it all? Perhaps a hermeneutics of linguistic landscape—holistic thinking about what characteristics constitute landscapes, and how those affect processes of meaning-making within.

In this paper, I present four overarching themes that continuously hover at the borders:

- Ecology, following Hult (2009): we must consider the scalar, simultaneous narratives circulating in a landscape, rather than assuming monolithic situations.

- Emplacement, following Scollon and Scollon (2003): we must examine texts in syntagmatic relation to those surrounding it, and the landscape in its entirety as an object.

- Personalization, following Ben Said (2011): we must use interviews to approach the phenomenology of what it means to be a speaker of language X in the space.

- Temporality, following Backhaus (2005): we must look beyond static texts in a space, and include the sudden/changing texts more likely to catch a local’s attention.

I discuss each of these in examples from my ongoing comparative research: an ethnic festival in Philadelphia, transgressive political signage in Germany, semiotic expressions of neighborhood identity in Italy. While each scholar may have their own set of interpretive tools, for me, these are the cardinal points of the X at whose pinpoint I attempt to build a theory of understanding what we see.
The semi-discursive landscape of a Crimean hero-city: The case of Sevastopol

Natalia Volvach
University of Bern, Switzerland

My presentation is an overview of an empirical part deriving from my doctoral research entitled “Am I in another state? The semi-discursive landscape of the annexed Crimea and independent Ukraine in comparative perspective”. The annexed city of Sevastopol, also named as a “new subject of Russian Federation”, is often treated as a place with a unique history and political role. Though it is not legitimate to talk about Sevastopol as a city of Russian Federation, today its residents happen to live in a de facto Russian state. Russian language, Russian state-building and nation-building discourses dominate Sevastopol’s public space, where any trace of the former Ukrainian political life seems to be gone. In this presentation, it will be discussed how Sevastopol is constructed through its semi-discursive landscape. Following the lead of scholars like Jaworski, Thurlow (2010), Pavlenko (2009) and Sloboda (2009) my study goes beyond a simple distributive linguistic analysis. Besides other research- and language-based common signs, including diverse semantic resources (Halliday 1987; van Leeuwen 2005) such as advertisement signs, graffiti and monuments. Sevastopol’s semi-discursive landscape is seen as a dynamic, and in a specific historical and socio-political context embedded construct. The visual, textual and spatial means, through which its public long-gone history are re-interpreted, are connected with specific gender processes and the more recent political events. The study is aimed to shed light on the construction of semi-discursive landscape of Sevastopol and to contribute to the understanding of complex processes of state and nation-building in the Crimean context today.
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Narrative’s linguistic landscape: Language use in shop signs among the conflict-affected area

Manasikorn Hongpawan
Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

One focus of linguistic landscape research has been language use in public contestation and contestation of space (e.g., Shohamy & Waksman, 2009). In Thailand, one area of cultural and linguistic conflict has been in the southern provinces bordering on Malaysia, where the majority population are Muslims as opposed to Buddhists and speak Pattani Malay an Austronesian language as opposed to Thai, a member of the Tai language family. This creates a trilingual situation three languages compete for the public space: Standard Thai and English as high varieties and Pattani Malay (Jawi) as the low variety.

The current study examines the linguistic landscape in this complex linguistic situation to determine the functions of each variety, the motivations behind the authors’ choices of each variety, and the community’s reaction to those choices (Spotlky, 2009). Quantitative data consist of 508 unofficial signs along two commercial streets in the province of Narathiwat. The research also includes interviews with shop owners about the intended target group of their communication and with customers or recipients about their reactions when seeing signs in each language variety. Results showed similar use of Thai and English along both streets. Surprisingly, Jawi was used in TB areas more than TM areas. Shop owners in TB areas stated that they chose to use Jawi on signs so that their “TM customers would see the shop as more welcoming to TM shop owners” and the other predominant language in that area was “Thai”.

The findings are significant as they shed light on the interaction between textual and non-textual elements in public signage, and demonstrate how these elements create the gender meaning in public space in the Thai context.
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Public space of masculinity in Bangkok

Pavades Saissawan
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

Studies of linguistic landscape has looked at the use of language in public space in terms of language policy (e.g. Cenoz & Gorter 2006) and identity construction (e.g. Ben-Rafael et al. 2006). Relatively less attention has been paid on the relation between gender, sexuality and linguistic landscape (but, for example, see Piller 2010, Milani 2014, Kerry 2016, Milani & Levon 2016). No work to my knowledge has been done on the role of linguistic landscape in constructing masculinity in the Asian context.

The findings are significant as they shed light on the interaction between textual and non-textual elements in public signage, and demonstrate how these elements create the gender meaning in public space in the Thai context.
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Capturing globalized energy discourses in an exhibition landscape

Peter Stücheli-Herlach, Natalie Schwarz, Sandra Oehy
Zurich University of Applied Sciences, Switzerland

This project investigates manifestations of globalized discourses on the site of the Expo 2017 in Astana (Kazakhstan) under the heading “futuristic energy”, and with the participation of more than 100 companies, discourses on energy future (Rosenbergberl/Kleinberger 2017) in view of topical, narrative and strategic formation of language use, this on a textual as well as on a transvestival level of analysis (Warme 2007; Spitzmueller&Warme 2011). In exhibiton contexts, linguistic signs are always part of multimodal and spatial compositions and arrangements of the case at the Expo 2017. The documented “discursive landscape” constitutes a highly condensed example of how language “indexes” energy policy (Scollon&Wong Scollon 2003) and how meaning is created and shaped by situated and materialized “orders” of linguistic interaction and language-based common knowledge (Goffman 1969; Keller 2013; Roth&Spiegel 2013). Hence, the project serves as a vivid example for a fruitful entanglement of linguistic discourse analysis and the research areas known as “linguistic landscape” and “geosemiotics” (Landy&Bourhis 1997; Scollon&Wong Scollon 2003). As such, it develops these approaches further and exploits the potential for knowledge transfer and higher education in the field of applied linguistics. To this end, we will discuss the methodological design of the project, present research findings and point out applications for didactic purposes in the context of a research project on energy discourses, funded by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE).
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LL signs as authentic texts in Latvian language learning materials

Solvita Poseiko

University of Latvia, Latvia

In Latvia, titular language curricula and programs for the entire secondary educational process are being developed as part of the ambitious reform project "School2030". Special attention has been paid to the deep learning, cross-disciplines, multiliteracies (Mills 2016).

Edusemiotics connects semiotics with educational theory and the philosophy of education (Semetsky 2016). It promotes to use a variety of signs as semantically intense texts for pupils’ self-actualization, wider and deeper understanding of multimodality, international and intergroup communication through an interesting and valuable discussion themes and texts. LL researchers highlight a similar idea (Gorter 2008, Sayer 2010). Legg states, “We if we wish to submit meaningfulness in education to serious study, then the discipline to turn to is arguably semiotics. This is broader than merely a study of meaning in language, as meaning is conveyed by many other kinds of signs than words: consider, e.g., facial expressions, mathematical diagrams or street signs” (Legg 2016: 30). From such perspective, LL signs are useful texts for language acquisition.

Aim of this paper is to discuss the usage of LL signs in Latvian learning materials from the ending of the 20th century till nowadays. Their content analysis will be carried out to clarify following questions: (1) How much LL signs are used? (2) How it is planned to work with LL signs? Which discussion themes and practical tasks are offered to students? Which of the following is paid more attention to in the practical tasks: spelling, grammar, lexis, sociolinguistic issues? (3) Has the new project changed the selection of texts and their acquisition methods?
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Semiotics of absence: Voice and agency in the Refugee-scape

Mairead Moriarty

University of Limerick, Ireland

In this paper I would like to call for broader attention amongst semiotic landscape studies with social activism. I argue that by taking a semiotic landscape approach to the current Refugee crisis we can engage more readily with the rapid, unpredictable and multi-semiotic character of forced mobility and offer a critically enabled route to social activism. The paper adds to recent work published in Ruby (2015) which illustrates how the semiotic landscape can be harnessed to a site of social contestation. Focusing on a case study of resistance to Direct Provision in Ireland I examine how the most disempowered members of a community can use the semiotic landscape to gain voice and agency and in so doing, they can challenge existing regimes of power. Despite the apparent absence of their voice in public discourse. Drawing on recent work by Milani (2017) and Stroud and Guissemo (2015) I contend that the ‘order of visibility’ framework can act as a lens through which the semiotic s of absence can be investigated.

Ireland’s policy of Direct Provision (DP) came in to effect in 2000 and essentially provides asylum seekers with basic dietary and accommodation needs in Direct Provision centres. It is acknowledged as providing a very challenging and exclusionary living environment and connects to broader processes of social marginalization, stereotyping and racism. Ogwu, Brady and Kinlen (2014) argue the DP policy seems to bring about feelings of powerlessness and shame amongst those who spend many years stuck in this limbo. Yet the transformative possibility of the symbolic enactment of voice and agency in the semiotic landscape provides the opportunity to challenge formal ideologies and enhance a feeling of collective identity which can radically enhances the lives of those affected. I illustrate this by drawing on data gathered from a Direct Provision centre and from the Asylum archive, on line platform where images of this type of activism from below are shared.

20 years of linguistic landscape studies: A corpus analysis of publications

Robert Allen Troyer

Western Oregon University, United States of America

As scholarship in Linguistic Landscapes matures and the number of yearly publications increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for individuals to stay abreast of developments in this inherently interdisciplinary field. This presentation offers a unique perspective via analysis of a purposefully designed corpus of Linguistic Landscape studies. The corpus consists of journal articles and each chapter of six edited collections of LL work organized in the following time frames to allow for the study of trends in LL studies over the years (# of articles and individual chapters in parentheses): 1997-2005 (5), 2006-2008 (16), 2009 (34), 2010 (46), 2011-2012 (52), 2013-2014 (54), 2015 (64), 2016 (56). That is a total of over 325 individual titles with a word count of over 2.4 million words. While this project draws on the larger online Linguistic Landscape Bibliography (Troyer), the corpus itself contains only articles and chapters that use the term "Linguistic Landscape." Each item was converted to machine readable text format that excluded figures but maintained all body text, captions, and information in tables and charts, notes, and references; titles, author names and abstracts were retained as metadata, but not included in the analysis.

The methods of analysis include a study of a keywords following widely practiced procedures in corpus studies and, specifically, studies of trends within academic discourse (Crawford, Pollock, & Engeland, 2006). The keywords are grouped into hierarchical semantic categories and used to indicate salient themes that emerged over time in the corpus. Additional analysis include tracking frequently cited references to provide insight into the dissemination of influential work in the field. Both analyses can inform qualitative characterizations of the field such as Whitley’s (2000) dimensions of mutual dependence and degree of task uncertainty in academic disciplines.
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Alphabet city

Erik Johan Jarlhed

University of Gothenburg, Sweden

Ever more cities present themselves to the world with a unique letter or letter combination. Milton Glaser’s “I love NY” from 1977 is the most well-known example and has since been adapted in innumerable ways and places. However, already in 1968, the German city of
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The linguistic landscape of Arabic in Michigan: What can it tell us about the securitization and marketization of Arabic in the United States
Camelia Suleiman, Russell Lucas
Michigan State University, United States of America
Arabic has been securitized in the U.S. post-September 11. The department of Defense has poured money into Michigan public spaces with the aim of neutralizing Arabic. This paper revisits commercial shop signs in Rwanda. In a previous article about language competition in Rwanda (Rosendal 2009), I showed how the trilingual Rwandan language policy (French, English, Kinyarwanda) affected private signage. My main objective was at the time to analyse the competing status and use of languages in formal domains. The 2009 article thus focused on how languages were used in the linguistic landscape, restricted to their use on billboards and shop signs. As a part of this article I used a typological framework developed by Reh (2004) to analyse signs found in the commercial centre of Kigali. The Reh typology focuses on how textual information is presented on signs (duplicating, fragmentary, overlapping or complementary multilingualism). In this study only written text (‘languages’) was considered. However, communication is far more than written text. I will therefore in this paper develop multimodal reading (Kress and van Leeuwen 2000) of 10 signs earlier presented in the 2009 article. The new reading will contribute a more relevant analysis of these signs, by focusing on the role of (il)legibility and meaning that different grammatical categories by nature create (e.g. proper names vs. appellatives).

In this paper we aim to challenge the definitions of proper names by discussing the appearances of commercial names in LLs. The diversity of commercial names challenges the traditional understanding of the grammatical class of proper names (cf. Sjöblom 2008). Multimodality (e.g. Kress 2010) is an aspect that influences the perception of these names as parts of the LL. The traditional grammatical descriptions of proper names fail to include these aspects, and studies of LL seldom comment on the different sets of meaning that different grammatical categories by nature create (e.g. proper names vs. appellatives).

Proper names are a notable feature in all linguistic landscapes. However, they can be a challenge for the quantitative analysis as discussed by Tuft & Blackwood (2010). From an onomastic viewpoint, focus on LL raises the question of what constitutes a proper name. In this paper we aim to challenge the definitions of proper names by discussing the appearances of commercial names in LLs. From the data collected for our respective PhD-thesis from Copenhagen (Sandst 2016) and bilingual towns of Finland (Syrjälä forthcoming) we discuss which signs in the LL have the identifying function of a name, which ones do not, and why, and how these signs fit into the grammatical category of proper names. This shows how a focus on perceptions of the LL can be used as the starting point to possibly redefine the understanding of the process of name formation. This onomastic knowledge can be beneficial to the study of LLs in general.

The diversity of commercial names challenges the traditional understanding of the grammatical class of proper names (cf. Sjöblom 2008). Multimodality (e.g. Kress 2010) is an aspect that influences the perception of these names as parts of the LL. The traditional grammatical descriptions of proper names fail to include these aspects, and studies of LL seldom comment on the different sets of meaning that different grammatical categories by nature create (e.g. proper names vs. appellatives).

In this paper we present a pilot study for a proposed four-year project on ‘onomastic landscapes’. We focus on commercial names from the data collected for our respective PhD-thesis from Copenhagen (Sandst 2016) and bilingual towns of Finland (Syrjälä forthcoming). We discuss which signs in the LL have the identifying function of a name, which ones do not, and why, and how these signs fit into the grammatical category of proper names. This shows how a focus on perceptions of the LL can be used as the starting point to possibly redefine the understanding of the process of name formation. This onomastic knowledge can be beneficial to the study of LLs in general.

This paper revisits commercial shop signs in Rwanda. In a previous article about language competition in Rwanda (Rosendal 2009), I showed how the trilingual Rwandan language policy (French, English, Kinyarwanda) affected private signage. My main objective was at the time to analyse the competing status and use of languages in formal domains. The 2009 article thus focused on how languages were used in the linguistic landscape, restricted to their use on billboards and shop signs. As a part of this article I used a typological framework developed by Reh (2004) to analyse signs found in the commercial centre of Kigali. The Reh typology focuses on how textual information is presented on signs (duplicating, fragmentary, overlapping or complementary multilingualism). In this study only written text (‘languages’) was considered. However, communication is far more than written text. I will therefore in this paper develop multimodal reading (Kress and van Leeuwen 2000) of 10 signs earlier presented in the 2009 article. The new reading will contribute a more relevant analysis of these signs, by focusing on the role of (il)legibility and meaning that different grammatical categories by nature create (e.g. proper names vs. appellatives).

In this paper we present a pilot study for a proposed four-year project on ‘onomastic landscapes’. We focus on commercial names from the data collected for our respective PhD-thesis from Copenhagen (Sandst 2016) and bilingual towns of Finland (Syrjälä forthcoming). We discuss which signs in the LL have the identifying function of a name, which ones do not, and why, and how these signs fit into the grammatical category of proper names. This shows how a focus on perceptions of the LL can be used as the starting point to possibly redefine the understanding of the process of name formation. This onomastic knowledge can be beneficial to the study of LLs in general.

This paper revisits commercial shop signs in Rwanda. In a previous article about language competition in Rwanda (Rosendal 2009), I showed how the trilingual Rwandan language policy (French, English, Kinyarwanda) affected private signage. My main objective was at the time to analyse the competing status and use of languages in formal domains. The 2009 article thus focused on how languages were used in the linguistic landscape, restricted to their use on billboards and shop signs. As a part of this article I used a typological framework developed by Reh (2004) to analyse signs found in the commercial centre of Kigali. The Reh typology focuses on how textual information is presented on signs (duplicating, fragmentary, overlapping or complementary multilingualism). In this study only written text ('languages') was considered. However, communication is far more than written text. I will therefore in this paper develop multimodal reading (Kress and van Leeuwen 2000) of 10 signs earlier presented in the 2009 article. The new reading will contribute a more relevant analysis of these signs, by focusing on the role of (il)legibility and meaning that different grammatical categories by nature create (e.g. proper names vs. appellatives).

In this paper we present a pilot study for a proposed four-year project on ‘onomastic landscapes’. We focus on commercial names from the data collected for our respective PhD-thesis from Copenhagen (Sandst 2016) and bilingual towns of Finland (Syrjälä forthcoming). We discuss which signs in the LL have the identifying function of a name, which ones do not, and why, and how these signs fit into the grammatical category of proper names. This shows how a focus on perceptions of the LL can be used as the starting point to possibly redefine the understanding of the process of name formation. This onomastic knowledge can be beneficial to the study of LLs in general.
and interacting in ways not adequately described by traditional classifications. Whilst the classic conceptualization of multilingualism may be fundamentally described as ‘language X and language Y’ (characterized by Fishman (1991) as X-ish and Y-ish), emerging evidence suggests that assessing written texts as composites of linguistic features — rather than as combinations of singular and bound entities — represents better potential for understanding language contact phenomena.

This paper explores this in relation to French, whose visibility in France is subject to policies based on the classic view of multilingualism. Legislation governing its use in the LL indeed assumes that ‘French’ is easily separable from other languages (both foreign and domestic), and therefore that it can be identified and managed in a systematic, straightforward way. Photographed in the central shopping district of Toulouse, the commercial advertisements discussed in this paper highlight a polylingual landscape in which features of French texts are frequently embedded within ‘French’ texts. We argue that the vocabulary of the current legislation is inappropriate, but also that commonly used LL categorization typologies omit some of the more variable aspects of language contact. This paper contributes to what might be described as a repositioning of X-ish and Y-ish as a non-linear construction X-Yish, where both forms are overlaid and self-incorporating. Applying this principle to locating (2002) ‘cline of code-mixing’, it aims thus to contribute to discussions on the incorporation of polylingual features into analytical models, and the role of polylinguaging in LL research.
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**The orthographic duplicity of public signs in Brunei Darussalam**

**Amara Prasithrathsint**

Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

Languages on public signs not only convey information or meaning, but also display aesthetic and characteristic symbols of written forms of language, e.g., the use of Chinese characters in Chinatown in Washington, D.C. (Lou, 2016); and use of Celtic vs. Roman scripts in Northern Ireland (Kallen 2009). Such use of a particular orthographic system may bring about complexity and redundancy in signage. This study aims to show repertition of messages on public signs in Brunei due to the double system of official orthography in this country. A review of literature shows that past studies on LL in Brunei deal with the use of English as a sign of linguistic and cultural imperialism and the issue of minority languages and literacy (Coluzzi 2016). This paper will provide knowledge about the significance of scripts in Brunei. Data was collected from 126 public or ‘top-down’ signs in the capital city of Brunei. The results show that the messages in approximately 90 percent of the public signs are conveyed in two kinds of scripts: Arabic alphabet called Jawi and Roman alphabet. It is obvious that Brunei formally regulates the use of Arabic scripts along with Roman scripts in writing Malay. This linguistic landscape serves as evidence of the influential role of Arabic as a religious symbol. It may not be common to people living there but serves as a “symbolic construction of the public space,” an idea proposed by Ben-Rafael et al (2006).
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**The stuff the linguistic landscape is made of – A report from a ‘count-all’ project**

**Barbara Soukup**

University of Vienna, Austria

Current efforts to re-launch the quantitative strand of LL research by applying a variationist sociolinguistic approach (e.g. Soukup 2016) have put emphasis on a ‘count-all’ principle of data collection, whereby any and all instances of the unit of analysis, the ‘sign’ (following Backhaus 2007:66, ‘any [permanently fixed] piece of written text within a spatially definable frame’) that occur in a set research area are to be featured in the dataset. However, there has so far not been a study that has executed on this provision to its fullest extent, so that there has been a big X or unknown regarding the full array of items that may actually occur in LLs.

The current contribution redresses this situation, providing an exhaustive overview of all objects that bear any written text (lettering) on them (even as small as permanently fixed screws) that were recorded in a count-all survey of a set of twelve 200m street sections in Vienna, Austria. A total of 17,214 items were recorded. Data analysis is ongoing, but early results show the following trends: (1) per street meter, an average of 3.5 items were recorded, providing a first measure and suggesting a considerable density of LL items in Vienna; (2) almost 60% of the items are of size DINA4 or smaller, indicating that large parts of the LL operate on a rather small scale; (3) two-thirds of LL items originate from private stakeholders (such as shop management), while only a quarter are contributed by government institutions; the remaining roughly ten percent of items are placed illegally (i.e. without on-site authorization; e.g. transgressive stickers).

It is suggested that, while realistically not many quantitative LL studies may have the resources to conduct similarly exhaustive fieldwork, the results from the Vienna study provide an important benchmark against which to size up and assess more limited datasets. This is a necessary requirement in order to properly contextualize, appraise, and ultimately compare findings from similarly cast surveys.
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**Semiopic landscape in the periphery: Examining the discursive infrastructure of transnational labor migration in Hong Kong**

**Nicolar Legarte Guinto**

The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China) & King's College London, United Kingdom

The overwhelming presence of Filipino Domestic Workers (FDWs) in Hong Kong has led to the emergence of a peripheralized semiotic landscape in the administrative, financial and commercial centre of Hong Kong. This is a rich, multimodal, multisensory landscape in the administrative, financial and commercial centre of Hong Kong. This is a rich, multimodal, multisensory landscape in the administrative, financial and commercial centre of Hong Kong. The overwhelming presence of Filipino Domestic Workers (FDWs) in Hong Kong has led to the emergence of a peripheralized semiotic landscape in the administrative, financial and commercial centre of Hong Kong. The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China) & King's College London, United Kingdom

The stuff the linguistic landscape is made of – A report from a ‘count-all’ project

Barbara Soukup

University of Vienna, Austria

Current efforts to re-launch the quantitative strand of LL research by applying a variationist sociolinguistic approach (e.g. Soukup 2016) have put emphasis on a ‘count-all’ principle of data collection, whereby any and all instances of the unit of analysis, the ‘sign’ (following Backhaus 2007:66, ‘any [permanently fixed] piece of written text within a spatially definable frame’) that occur in a set research area are to be featured in the dataset. However, there has so far not been a study that has executed on this provision to its fullest extent, so that there has been a big X or unknown regarding the full array of items that may actually occur in LLs.

The current contribution redresses this situation, providing an exhaustive overview of all objects that bear any written text (lettering) on them (even as small as permanently fixed screws) that were recorded in a count-all survey of a set of twelve 200m street sections in Vienna, Austria. A total of 17,214 items were recorded. Data analysis is ongoing, but early results show the following trends: (1) per street meter, an average of 3.5 items were recorded, providing a first measure and suggesting a considerable density of LL items in Vienna; (2) almost 60% of the items are of size DINA4 or smaller, indicating that large parts of the LL operate on a rather small scale; (3) two-thirds of LL items originate from private stakeholders (such as shop management), while only a quarter are contributed by government institutions; the remaining roughly ten percent of items are placed illegally (i.e. without on-site authorization; e.g. transgressive stickers).

It is suggested that, while realistically not many quantitative LL studies may have the resources to conduct similarly exhaustive fieldwork, the results from the Vienna study provide an important benchmark against which to size up and assess more limited datasets. This is a necessary requirement in order to properly contextualize, appraise, and ultimately compare findings from similarly cast surveys.
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Language on t-shirts has been examined in relation to dialect enregisterment (Johnstone 2009), language ideology (Coupland 2012), gender discourse (Milioti 2014), and place representation (Caldwell 2017), among others. This paper asks questions about the meaning potential of language on t-shirts, tote bags and other garments and accessories (which we refer to collectively as #wordswear) by examining the complexities of these signs as ‘mobile texts’ (Sábado, 2010) as attached to specific objects and, when worn, to bodies. In other words, we explore the affordances of #wordswear as a combined lens of emplacement (Scollon & Scollon 2003) and materiality (e.g. Cavanaugh & Shankar, 2017). Our analysis of a small ‘pivot’ sample of fifty examples collected in three ‘global’ cities (London, New York and Hong Kong) demonstrates how (1) the mobility of these texts changes and blurs the boundaries of their production format (Goffman, 1981), and (2) how the texts’ interdiscursivity and recontextualization contribute to the emergent nature of our analysis of their ‘message’. At the heart of our analysis is the idea that, other things being equal, #wordswear functions in parallel ways to ‘found objects’ in art and music, when incidental sounds, texts and artefacts are appropriated and put on display. It is then that the notions of the principal, author and mouthpiece get destabilized, and texts with recognizable provenance (such as those based on the slogan ‘Keep Calm and Carry On’, to use just one example) become re-appropriated with the possible consequences of strengthening, suppressing or subverting their ‘original’ significance.
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A luxurious prison for the air traveller? Indexicality and affordance at the international airport

Anders Bijnkervliet¹, Sara Van Meerbergen², Gustav Westberg²

1Birkbeck College, University of London, United Kingdom; ²Stockholm University Sweden

This paper explores international airports as semiotically highly regulated spaces for local and global flows of people. A key symbol of the ‘supermodern’ world of constant transit (Fuller, 2002: 239), airports are designed to create flow through constant movement but at the same time stability, enclosing travellers in time and space (cf. Foucault, 1977). Our analysis draws on the concepts of indexicality (Scollon and Scollon, 2003) and affordance ( Gibson, 1977; Ledin and Machin, 2018). As pointed out by Scollon and Scollon (2003: 22) “an index points to its meaning”, and the paper discusses how semiotic resources – with specific affordances – are employed in airports in order to point to preferred paths of movements through logistic and commercial spaces, but also through the architectonically and experientially open – perhaps ‘brave’ – spaces that define modern airports.

The data from 2017 consist of approximately 200 photos from four international airports in Europe. Through an analysis of the affordances of various semiotic resources in the design of these airports, our paper will show 1) how resources with specific affordances are employed in human bodies though indexically creating flows of human control-related airport spaces and 2) how a continuous movement between ‘oubound’ and ‘bound’ spaces (Stenglin, 2008) is instrumental to flow management. The paper ends with a discussion on how higher-level indexical meanings such as ‘luxury’ can be construed and maintained in airports despite of the mundane, monotonous, and regulated nature of today’s air travel.
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LuKury bordescapes: Desocializing and dehistoricizing place

Stefania Tuñi

Liverpool University, United Kingdom

Valle d’Aosta/ Valle d’Aosta is a small region in the north-west of Italy bordering France and Switzerland where Italian and French have equal status. In addition, the local repertoire includes Franco-Piedmontese and Walser, a Germanic (Alemannic) variety. As a result, the region is officially quadriglossic. The four main (groups of) varieties can be represented as the four sections of an X:

[Image not reproduced]

The paper discusses linguistic landscape (LL) data collected in Courmayeur, which lies close to the border with France and by the Italian side of the Mont Blanc massif; and where the quadriglossic x-scape of the region is replicated at the local level via the use of Piedmontese varieties instead of Walser. The town is a holiday destination for both winter and summer sports and can be considered to be a luxury resort. Against a background of existing literature about sites of luxury (e.g. Stroud and Mpendukana 2009; Thurlow & Jaworski 2010), the paper argues that LL constructs an exclusive transnational border locality where core Alpine identity has been desocialized and dehistoricized, and which lies at the intersection of modern commercial discourses and commodified mountaineering processes of ‘staged’ language (Bauman 2011).
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#wordswewear: Mobility and materiality in the semiotic landscape

Jackie Jia Lou¹, Adam Jaworski²

¹Birkbeck College, University of London, United Kingdom; ²The University of Hong Kong

Language on t-shirts has been examined in relation to dialect enregisterment (Johnstone 2009), language ideology (Coupland 2012), gender discourse (Milioti 2014), and place representation (Caldwell 2017), among others. This paper asks questions about the meaning potential of language on t-shirts, tote bags and other garments and accessories (which we refer to collectively as #wordswear) by examining the complexities of these signs as ‘mobile texts’ (Sábado, 2010) as attached to specific objects and, when worn, to bodies. In other words, we explore the affordances of #wordswear through a combined lens of emplacement (Scollon & Scollon 2003) and materiality (e.g. Cavanaugh & Shankar, 2017). Our analysis of a small ‘pivot’ sample of fifty examples collected in three ‘global’ cities (London, New York and Hong Kong) demonstrates how (1) the mobility of these texts changes and blurs the boundaries of their production format (Goffman, 1981), and (2) how the texts’ interdiscursivity and recontextualization contribute to the emergent nature of our analysis of their ‘message’. At the heart of our analysis is the idea that, other things being equal, #wordswear functions in parallel ways to ‘found objects’ in art and music, when incidental sounds, texts and artefacts are appropriated and put on display. It is then that the notions of the principal, author and mouthpiece get destabilized, and texts with recognizable provenance (such as those based on the slogan ‘Keep Calm and Carry On’, to use just one example) become re-appropriated with the possible consequences of strengthening, suppressing or subverting their ‘original’ significance.
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It’s Chinese to me? L2 learners’ quest to question cultural authenticity in urban linguistic landscapes

Yu Li

Emory University, United States of America

The burgeoning field of linguistic landscape (LL) studies offers a wealth of possibilities for second-language (L2) education (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Sayer, 2015; Chestnut, Lee & Schulte, 2013; Rowland, 2013). L2 teachers and learners with access to urban centers, in particular, are well positioned to capitalize on the rich “texts” their multilingual cities provide. The challenge is, however, to those based on the slogan ‘Keep Calm and Carry On’, to use just one example) become re-appropriated with the possible consequences of strengthening, suppressing or subverting their ‘original’ significance.
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The study of linguistic landscape has had an important development in the last years. Some studies have looked at schoolscapes and focused on analyzing multilingualism in the linguistic landscape at school and the functions of the different types of signage (see for example Gorter & Cenoz, 2015). Other studies have explored the linguistic landscape of the city and examined the signage in the classroom in order to reflect on multilingualism and multiculturalism (see for example Dagenais et al., 2009; Clemente, Andrade & Martins, 2012). This paper reports a research study that aims at exploring the potential of the linguistic landscape in the development of multilingual competences in three languages: Basque, Spanish and English. A total of 72 primary school students took part in an intervention aimed at developing metalinguistic awareness through pedagogical translanguaging. Participants were trained to develop awareness of the way the different components of words that are often seen in the linguistic landscape. The instructional strategies integrated two or more languages as they were found in multilingual signs. In this paper we will discuss the design and application and this intervention which included different activities on the linguistic landscape and the feedback obtained from teachers and students. The results show how the linguistic landscape has a great potential for the development of multilingual competences.

In parallel with the broader transformation process happening in South Africa post-1994, the move towards gender inclusivity in the University of the Western Cape, South Africa

The semiotics of the mosque and its impact on self-perceptions of the feminine body

University for Foreigners of Siena, Italy

Linguistic Landscape (LL) could be defined as the study of the languages written in public space (Gorter 2006). One of the latest and interesting developments sees LL linking to educational contexts (Dressler 2015, Szabó 2015, Gorter & Cenoz 2015). The first objective of the study proposed here was to observe, document and analyze the multilingual events on signs, signs and alerts in a sample of secondary schools in Italy in order to obtain a complete overview of the functions of the so-called Linguistic Schoolscape (Brown 2012). Attention is drawn to the languages that it is possible to encounter, the presence of immigrant languages, the characteristics of multilingual signs, and the differences between toponyms and bottom-up signs. The second goal was to assess the degree of urbanization of the city and to verify the prevailing linguistic attitudes of teachers, managers, cultural mediators, educational managers and students in this regard. The ultimate goal is to get a complete picture of the real and perceived linguistic situation, of micro- and macro-linguistic policies and of the attitudes of the actors involved in the educational process. The study wants to be a contribution to be researched in many aspects: the development of a tradition of LL studies within school structures, a greater understanding of the linguistic dynamics within Italian schools, today characterized by a great turn of view from a linguistic point of view, and a contribution to educational research.
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The semiotics of the mosque and its impact on self-perceptions of the feminine body

University of the Western Cape, South Africa

In parallel with the broader transformation process happening in South Africa post-1994, the move towards gender inclusivity in the mosque has been very slow. The issue of transformation has also been an important one in the field of Linguistic Landscape, although it has focused mostly on the inclusion of women within the landscape (Gorter 2013). It is only recently that scholars have begun to consider the human element of linguistic landscapes and include the body in their work (Stroud and Jegels 2014, Peck and Stroud 2015). The main aim of this study was to contribute to this ongoing development of the field of linguistic landscape research, from focusing primarily on text and signage to looking at linguistic and semiotic landscapes in relation to the body. The study of the mosque and the role of women in it has been a neglected area of research. It is expected that exploring this area will contribute to the broader transformation process in the mosque.


Dynamic walking tour methodology for LL research: A case study

Tel-Aviv University, Israel

Most LL research utilizes photos to document and categorize LL items in public spaces, often combining interviews with passersby or sign producers. Some studies introduced walking tours that enable in-situ interactions with locals, documenting public space through various modalities (Garvin, 2010; Troyer & Szabó, in press). The present study adds to the existing literature by offering a comprehensive model for employing a dynamic walking tour methodology in LL research.
The first phase comprised an analysis of sign images from a main street in Jaffa, an Israeli town of Arabs and Jews, pointing to the need for activists to bring Arabic back to public spaces. In order to gain deeper understanding of this politically loaded site, we conducted a dynamic tour of the street with 7 participants of an LL course. The data collection consisted of taking notes, images, sounds, videos, and interactions with locals. A four features that distinguished the dynamic tour from the traditional static LL methodology: (1) heterogeneous research group, i.e. participant-observers and observer-participants (Arab residents of Jaffa and Jewish non-residents), alongside local guides, who, as a group contribute diverse perspectives and local access; (2) transformability, i.e. the potential for enacting change in the LL through meaningful interactions with locals (Troyer & Szabó, in press); (3) serendipity, i.e. the flexible trajectory which deflects a uniform agenda and provides unexpected discoveries; and (4) immediacy, i.e. the bodily presence in the moment, which facilitates face-to-face interaction (Garvin, 2010).

The study demonstrates the value of these features as they highlight social injustices in Jaffa, e.g. exclusion, gentrification and the loss of the Arabic. The study supports a methodological transition in LL studies from static to dynamic exploration of contested spaces.
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Nocturnal landscapes – A walk in the dark

Timo Jaakko Olavi Savela

University of Turku, Finland

I will discuss the presence of languages in nocturnal landscapes. The presentation is based on my own research conducted in Turku, Finland. The presentation focuses primarily on examining objects in the nocturnal landscape based on the data collected during a walk, approximately 2.5 km distance covered from the author's home to a nearby shopping center. Following Lefebvre (2004), my approach addresses the rhythms of everyday life in the wintertime darkness.

Not unlike most linguistic landscape studies, this study focuses on the role of material artifacts containing language, integrating aspects from my previous research (Savela, in press). The lights are seen as heterogeneous assemblages (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). Unlike most linguistic landscape studies, however, this study examines the dark. The focus is on the different objects present in landscapes, but on how lack of ambient light alters the assemblages.

Following Deleuze and Guattari (1987) and Deleuze (1988), I understand landscape as an abstract machine or a diagram, a discursive and a non-discursive formation, that constructs reality rather than reflects it. Landscape construction is a type of aesthetically realized reality of appearance (Mitchell 1994). This presentation focuses on a little studied aspect of landscapes, the interplay of light and dark (Morris 2011). My aim is to examine how light and luminance affects perception of landscapes.

List of references:

Secular and sacred turbulence in Kuwait’s LL: Liberation Day, Independence Day & Ramadan

Jessica Edan

University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

The Linguistic Landscape of the Gulf state of Kuwait is disrupted throughout the year by a series of sacred and secular festivals, where these commemorations and celebrations constitute what Cresswell and Martin (2011: 519) define as "events which create turbulence in the production of transitory orderings". In this paper, we shed light on the simultaneous semioticization of the body, place, and festivals to explore the extent to which, by shifting emphasis from Kuwaiti mosques to the city’s Gulf Road, LL actors change – albeit temporarily – the public space.

This notion of turbulence has been implemented in LL studies by, for example, Stroud (2015:12) who sees it as a potentially productive analytical framing, which addresses the question of how semiotic sense evolves out of disruption, unpredictability, and novelty. Here, we consider the visually distinct arrangements of the public space within Kuwait by contrasting the deployment of semiotic resources that are either considered secular or sacred but rarely both. Following Klets and Milani (2015), we include the body in the analytical repertoire of a public space that is at different times disrupted for the holy month of Ramadan and the 48-hour long celebration of Kuwait’s independence and liberation. Taking a broad approach to understanding LL items, we cross refer signs – including icons, images, text-based content, clothing, and individuals – in order to consider the scope for celebrative occasions both to create turbulence and to construct a shared Kuwaiti identity. In other words, we ask to what extent special occasions force LL actors to abandon their ordinary daily routines and (inter)act extra-ordinarily in space and place.


Xescaping village life: A mediated discourse analysis of an extraordinary Dorfchen in the Pfalz

Kelly Wiechart

EdVuista Consulting, Germany

Much of the research in linguistic landscapes focuses on the emplacement of language (Scollon & Scollon, 2003) in modern urban spaces (Penneycook & Otsuji, 2015) and the superdiversity of neighborhoods in cosmopolitan cities (Blommaert, 2013). In this autoethnography, I present the rich and layered multimodal geosemiotic landscape of the rural village in Rhineland Pfalz, Germany where I live half of each year. Situated in the Palatinate region, in the heart of the Kaiserslautern Military Community, which is home to approximately 50,000 Americans, Obernheim-Kirchenarnbach exemplifies typical identity categories often associated with place, space, and time. Though there are ruins of a 14th century Catholic Church, the farming community was first established in 1784 under French rule, then Bavarian, and finally, in 1946 as a part of the German state of Rheinland-Pfalz. Official population is 1,700, but it is unclear if that number includes the American military forces which occupy every third house in the village. The annexed neighborhood of Neumühle has historically served as a refuge for Yenish and other marginalized groups, yet is having a less welcoming approach to recent immigrants to Germany. Using Nexus Analysis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004), I analyze multimodal data depicting this village’s complex history, competing discourses of place, and the complicated interaction orders of a village still navigating post-WWII occupation levels well into the 21st century.
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Konglish? Or multilingual practice?: An investigation of language commodification in Korean linguistic landscape

Hakyoon Lee1, Bumyong Choi2
1Georgia State University, United States of America; 2Emory University, United States of America

This study aims to discuss the commodity value of English in Korean linguistic landscape. The use of English in Korea is related to neoliberal ideologies and market-driven discursive practices of globalized new economy; I examine the reflexive way in which symbolic use of English is commodified through fashion and media.

Though the filed of linguistic landscape studies is rapidly expanding, few studies have explored language and commodification. Moreover, despite its pervasive use, Konglish that refers to this L2 (Lee 2010) has not yet widely discussed in the study of linguistic landscape. Konglish is often related to general incompetence and lack of sophistication, but this subvariety of Korean English is widely used as a form of bilingual creativity.

In this study, two types of Konglish data were collected. First, 37 Konglish examples from a talk show “Ssulzun” which was aired from August 2015 to January 2016 was analyzed. I investigated mixed form of codes, languages, and images as a semiotic landscape in the show as text, subtitles, and text balloons. I present what kinds of linguistic and cultural ideologies are embedded within these texts. Second, 56 Konglish examples in fashion (T-shirts) which can be considered as contextually awkward or meaningless but indexes a sense of coolness were collected and analyzed. I explored social functions and commodity value of Konglish as well as its symbolic meanings and characteristics in Korean linguistic landscape.

Using a sociocultural linguistics approach, this study examines the visual and discursive resources of Konglish. The findings show that English mixing in linguistic landscape is not limited to meaning making or conveying information; rather it is used to accomplish a range of indexical functions. Neoliberal market forces have (re)shaped the role of language in terms of its commodity value (Heller, 2010). By analyzing the commodification market force of language in linguistic landscape, this study highlights the connections between language ideologies and the construction of identity in late modernity.


Language practices in Bangkok department stores: A reflection from linguistic landscape

Kittinata Rhekhalit
Kasetsart University, Thailand

Spoltky (2009a) refers to language practices as “the observable behaviors and choices- what people actually do.” (p.4) The choices people make and the things people do with language are subject to three relevant conditions: what might be called the literacy condition, the presumed readers’ condition and the symbolic value condition (Spoltky2009b). Working within Spoltky’s (2009) sociolinguistic framework and drawing upon Labov’s (2006) stratification theory, this mixed method study analyzes the language practice of department stores located in the center of Bangkok to shed the light on public linguistic space management of Thailand. Often portrayed as a Thai-dominated community, recent studies (e.g., Huebner 2006; Preppobrunakul 2016) suggest that Bangkok has become increasingly multilingual, reflecting this global city’s cultural and social diversity. The study is based on approximately 400 public signs from 4 department stores representing two social groups. Signs were sorted based on function (following Landry and Bourhis 1997): informative, instructive, and persuasive. The quantitative analysis confirms the dominant use of English in middle-class department stores. In working-class counterparts, signs are mostly Thai-dominant, English and Chinese are also found. Content analysis reveals that for both social groups, the use of foreign languages is related to persuasive function while the use of Thai serves the instructive purpose, suggesting the prestigious status of foreign languages in Thai-dominated Bangkok.
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Traces of coloniality in Colombia’s LL: A multimodal analysis of English learning advertisements

Doris Correa1, Helena Guerrero2, Andres Felipe Rascos Gomez3
1Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia; 2Universidad Distrital, Bogota, Colombia

Following language policy trends in Ibero-America and the globe, in 2004, the Colombian Government launched the National Program of Bilingualism 2004-2019 (MEN, 2005). This program established the teaching of English at all levels of education. Since then, the Colombian linguistic landscape has been plagued with advertisements promoting the learning of English via different sources. Permeating all these advertisements is a discourse of coloniality in which English is represented as the language that would allow access to better jobs and social mobility for all, and “native speakers” of the language are represented as the sole bearers of the “right sort of linguistic capital” (Bourdieu, 1991) to make this happen.

The purpose of this presentation is to share the results of a study conducted of English teaching advertisements found in public spaces in different Colombian cities and towns between 2017-2018. The study was informed by decolonial theories (Dussel, 2015, Grossfoguel, 2011, Zárate, 2014 ) and followed Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2001) methodology for multimodal discourse analysis. The aim of this analysis was to uncover both the colonial mechanisms (Grossfoguel, 2011) which present English as the language of having, being, and knowing, deeply rooted in the western world system; and the subtle ways in which colonial ideologies get spread.

The presentation is divided into three parts. The first part provides a quick overview of the status of English and other languages in the country. The second part presents examples of how the discourses of coloniality have permeated these advertisements, contributing not only to the debunking of other indigenous and foreign languages (Guerrero, 2009) but also to the “native speakers” phenomenon (Holliday, 2005). The last part offers examples of the indigenization of English (Bolton & Kachrú, 2006 ) and discusses its linguistic consequences in a country which already worships both English speaking countries’ ways of life and native speakers of English (Luerta & Gonzalez, 2016).
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Who taught you how to dance? – Ethnographic notes on choreoscapes on a tiny tropical island

Ivan Panović
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Taking up the challenge of ‘moving away from logocentric studies of the linguistic landscape’ (Pennycook & Otsuji 2015), in this paper, I turn to dance and explore its transformative potentials for semiotic place-making. The aim of my paper is twofold. First, I wish to present my ethno-graphic data collected on a small island in Indonesia which has become a site of intense international tourism and where local and global discourses are intersecting. Second, I wish to explore its transformative potentials for semiotic place-making. The aim of my paper is twofold. First, I wish to present my ethno-graphic data collected on a small island in Indonesia which has become a site of intense international tourism and where local and global discourses are intersecting. Second, I wish to explore its transformative potentials for semiotic place-making.
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In this way, the exclusion is constructed and enacted in the experience, perception, and representation of host country citizens and the victims, or by iconizing their otherness. “elsewhere”); they are also kept out from the representation of (our) space, by representing them as outsiders, criminals, non-humans, experiencing them (bad feared) national community is constructed as exclusive by actors with different aims and discursive strategies. Interestingly enough, if The Others are excluded through discursive (linguistic/visual) semiotic resources, as well as through spatial semiotic resources, so that represented by different groups. The critical analysis deployed here considers discourse as multimodal (Machin & Mayr, 2012), hence scrutinize visual features and discursive arena, with texts produced and contested by actors with different aims. I will analyze how the Others (asylum-seekers, immigrants, refugees, etc.) are confined in exclusive as well as in inclusive discourses.

In this paper I analyze the contemporary urban Swiss semiotic-landscape, through the examination of three posters displayed in a key emplacement of Swiss social life, as the railway stations. The posters were released in 2016 by respectively the far-right party UDC, the advertising copywriter Parvez Sheikh Faneed, and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). They constitute a discursive arena, with texts produced and contested by actors with different aims.

The analysis deployed here considers discourse as multimodal (Machin & Mayr, 2012), hence scrutinize visual features and social semiosis, and treats the space as a social construction (Lefebvre, 1991 [1974]), hence discusses how it is lived, perceived, and represented by different groups. I will analyze how the Others (asylum-seekers, immigrants, refugees, etc.) are confined in exclusive as well as in inclusive discourses. The Others are excluded through discursive (linguistic/visual) semiotic resources, as well as through spatial semiotic resources, so that the experience of the physical space is homological to the representational and to the perceived spaces. The space of the (idealized or feared) national community is constructed as exclusive by actors with different aims. Interestingly enough, if its exclusionary discourse UDC draws opposite spaces, identities and values (in, safe, us, white, good vs. out, unsafe, them, black, bad), in its humanitarinist discourse ICRC too draws a representational line dividing the spaces, the identity and agency of those experiencing them (here, safe, us, white, caring, active vs. there, unsafe, them, black, passive). In conclusion, the Others are physically separated from host country citizens, by confinement into particular spaces (foyers, or the “elsewhere”), they are also kept out from the representation of (our) space, by representing them as outsiders, criminals, non-humans, victims, or by iconizing their otherness. In this way, the exclusion is constructed and enacted in the experience, perception, and representation of host country citizens and the Others.


Reification of hate and extremism in a rural American linguistic landscape

Rebecca Todd Garvin
Arkansas Tech University, United States of America

Imagine an extremely powerful, internationally iconic, multilingual, anti-discrimination message, "heterotropic" (Tufi, 2017) LL prominently displayed at the outside entrance of a small-town public school in rural Tennessee. Next, imagine it within walking distance to another carefully planned rural literacy site, although, this LL site presents a collage of explicitly violent images and racist signage designed to crucify Obama, promote Trump and the Confederacy, and openly express hatred for Muslims, homosexuals, intellectuals, non-conservatives, police, law makers, and supreme court justices. This presentation explores and analyses the visual metoric of hate and extremism represented in symbols and messages marking the second LL site for the purpose of understanding the ever-widening gap in ideologies of politics, religion, education, and life in the US. This study is framed by the concept of reification (Barton & Hamilton, 2005), the act of making material thoughts, ideologies and beliefs via public literacy events in communities of practice. It also encourages the rethinking of rural literacies as complicated intersections of social practice (Green & Corbett, 2013). Analysis of the literacy objects proved challenging as the icons, images, and symbols appeared to be cross-pollenated—inflected by confusing mixtures of local, individual, religious, and personal beliefs and values. Therefore, for this study, the researcher is borrowing a concept from anthropology, commingled articulation, and reframing it to be used to describe layered and scattered linguistic landscape remains that are difficult to articulate and trace back to original structures of thought and motivations.
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